Introduction to A-level Sociology at
OLCC

During the first few weeks of the A-level
Sociology course, it is important to understand
some of the key ideas that sociologists look at.
Below are some of the resources that students
can use to understand some of the key ideas in
Sociology.
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Starting sociology
You need to know the differences between the biological definition of sex and the sociological concept of
gender. This becomes more important as you progress through the course, with applications to gender
roles in the family, gender differences in education, gender differences in criminal behaviour and
victimisation and the stratification of society based upon gender stereotypes.

The traditional social class system of upper, middle and working class is important to understand.
However, in contemporary society the social class system is far more diverse and that being ‘working
class’ is not a fixed label that is attached to all students who are not from the upper or traditional middle
classes. Parents can be educated, work in non-manual labour and still have working class ideologies in
the 21st century. However, most texts refer to differences between the traditional classes, particularly
with reference to education and crime.
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Sociologists talk almost exclusively about ethnicity rather than race, which is an outdated term that
suggests the physical characteristics of different groups define their abilities in wider society. Sadly,
some racial theories are re-emerging, but sociologists prefer to focus on the social characteristics of
ethnicity.

One of the big debates in researching society is whether to collect quantitative data or qualitative
data. The decision often rests on several factors, including the sociologist’s methodological
preference, the choice of topic and the availability of different research methods.
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One of the more confusing debates is how different theories view society. The idea that society agrees
on the norms and values (Consensus Theory) or divided into competing groups (Conflict Theory) is
present throughout the course. In the family, consensus would suggest that there is an ‘ideal family’,
whilst conflict theories would suggest that family benefits some more than others. Similarly, in
education, the idea of meritocracy would be a consensus view, whereas conflict views would see
differences in educational achievement as being a result of these conflicts. In crime and stratification
there are similar arguments.
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Another complex topic to discuss in the early weeks is the debate between behaviour being guided by
forces that are structural or by individual agency (social action). This debate is focused on the idea of
how much control an individual has over their behaviour. Structural theories such as Marxism,
Functionalism and Feminism suggest that social forces make people act in different ways. For example,
structures such as gender suggest males will act one way and females another. Similarly, if you are
middle class you may read different types of books to the working class (who may not read at all).
Social Action theories on the other hand, suggest we have agency and can choose how to behave.
Social class, gender and ethnicity do not determine your behaviour. In modern sociology, most people
are influenced by social factors which may limited their choice, but they are still relatively free to
choose. This debate is important as it shows the differences between generalisations or class, gender
and ethnicity and the ability to be an individual in society. It also demonstrates that in sociology there
is neither black nor white, but an infinite number of shades of grey.
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Understanding the different theoretical perspectives that students will face over the two years of
studying sociology at A-level is also important. These theories will form a large part of student’s study
across the different modules: family, education, Crime and stratification. Understanding the key ideas
of how these theories view society is a good step towards being able to apply theory to some of the
issues posed on the specification. The Key theories to consider are: Functionalism, Marxism,
Interactionism, Feminism and New Right.
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Online resources

Here is some website that you can complete quizzes on
Introduction to A-Level Sociology - 60 Second Challenge (Knowledge Retrieval
Activity)
https://www.tutor2u.net/sociology/reference/introduction-to-a-level-sociology60-second-challenge-knowledge-retrieval-activity

Introduction to A Level Sociology - Key Word Chop Revision Activity
https://www.tutor2u.net/sociology/reference/introduction-to-a-level-sociologykey-word-chop-revision-activity

Family - "Connection Wall" activity
https://www.tutor2u.net/sociology/reference/family-connection-wall-activity

Research - "8 Ball Challenge" Activity
https://www.tutor2u.net/sociology/reference/research-8-ball-challenge-activity
Websites that can help and have clips

Revise sociology- https://revisesociology.com/

Study wise- https://studywise.co.uk/a-level-revision/sociology/
S-chool- https://www.s-cool.co.uk/a-level/sociology
Sociology home learning- https://www.hoddereducation.co.uk/
Racheal’s sociology homework http://rachelsociology.synthasite.com/homework.php
The student roomhttps://www.thestudentroom.co.uk/wiki/Category:Sociology_Revision_Notes
Sociology dictionaryhttp://www.webref.org/wiki/index.php?title=Category:Sociology
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YouTube clips
Introduction to sociology- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YnCJU6PaCio
Crash course to sociology clips found herehttps://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=Crash+course+sociology
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Question booklet
Sex, Gender and Gender Identity
•

Sex refers to the biological differences between men and women

•

Gender refers to the cultural differences between – it is to do with social norms surrounding
masculinity and femininity.

•

Gender Identity is an individual’s own sense of their own gender. There private sense of
whether they feel masculine, feminine, both or neither, irrespective of their biological sex.

Complete the table below, trying to distinguish between biological differences, role differences
and more general gender norms.
Typically, Male/ Masculine

Typically, Female/ Feminine

Biological
Differences between
Men and Women

Gender Roles and
Norms in Society

The social roles and norms above are what Sociologist call ‘hegemonic’ (dominant) forms of
masculinity and femininity (sociologists thus refer to hegemonic masculinity and hegemonic
femininity). If we are born a boy, then society calls on us to act in a typically masculine way, and
if we are born female society calls upon us to act in a typically feminine way.
However, the vast majority of Sociologists are in agreement about the fact that despite the existence
of socially approved gender norms, sex does not determine gender, as illustrated in the video
below…
TED TALK with Sam Killermann
Summarise Sam Killerman’s argument about why we should not confuse our biological sex with our
gender.

According to Killermann, gender identity is in fact extremely fluid and thus much more complex
than most people think, as illustrated by his ‘Genderbread Person’ infographic over page (the colour
version is better!)
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Race and Ethnicity
What is the difference between Race and Ethnicity?

Race

Race refers to biological differences between human beings. Clearly there
are physical, observable, noticeable biological differences between human
beings, as evidenced in differences in height, weight, skin colour and body
hair. What is widely dismissed in sociology, however, is the idea that there
are significant genetic differences between groups of human beings that
lay underneath these more superficial surface appearance differences.

Ethnicity

The term ethnicity refers to relationships between groups whose members
regard themselves as distinctive, and these groups may be ranked
hierarchically within a society. It is the belief that they are different rather
than any underlying reality that is important.’

Ethnicity is a relative concept. A group can only develop a distinct ethnic
identity if there is another group against which that group can compare
itself to. Any number of cultural differences can form the basis of a distinct
ethnic identity

Sociologists argue that the term ‘race’ is an outdated concept because….

•

•

Ethnic Diversity in Modern Britain
The 2011 UK census records FIVE major ethnic groups: White, Mixed, Asian, Black, Other. On the left-hand
side of the table below, draw in how you think these five groups are divided up, then on the right note down
the actual proportions form the ppt.

My guess

Actual (Census 2011)
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Social class
Explain below three ways that social class is decided in modern society and explain how it differs
from the traditional views of class
Traditional definitions of class

Morden definitions of class

Questions on Functionalism Marxism
Comparing Functionalism and Marxism
Intro Questions - What are Institutions?

The Functionalist and Marxist view of Society
Functionalism
Briefly explain the Functionalist view of society
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Marxism
Briefly explain the Marxist view of society

Questions on consensus and conflict theories
Comparing consensus and conflict theories
Intro Questions – is the definition of conflict and consensus

The consensus and conflict view of Society
Consensus
Briefly explain the Consensus view of society

Conflict
Briefly explain the conflict view of society

Questions on structuralism and interactionist theories
Comparing consensus and conflict theories
Intro Questions – is the definition of structuralism and interactionalism

The consensus and conflict view of Society
Structuralism
Briefly explain the structuralist view of society

Interactionalism
Briefly explain the interactionist view of
society
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Structural Theories
Key Terms associated with Structural Theories

1) Norms: refer to the expected (normal) pattern of social behaviour. Norms depend on time, place, context etc.
Normative (normal) behaviour in the workplace includes not being under the influence of drugs. Norms are always
dependent upon their context.

A) Example of normative behaviour at a funeral

B) Example of normative behaviour in a pub

2) Values: Widely accepted beliefs that something is worthwhile and valuable. Values include ideas of good and
bad behaviour and the socially accepted goals of society and individuals.

A) Example of what is considered to be a positive value in UK society

B) Example of what is considered a negative value in UK society

3) Culture can be defined as….

4) Socialisation can be defined as ….
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Feminism
Explain below three reasons why feminists would argue that society discriminates against women
The definition of feminism is (include the word
patriarchal in it)

Three reasons why feminist would argue that
society discriminates against women
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